
Instructions to Attendees:
Please pick ONE of the scenarios below as a group once you are in your breakout rooms.
Read the requirements on page 2 and put your solution to the scenario that your group
selects on page 3 below. Only one person from each group should record the official
solution into this document. Once you come back to the main session, you will be
provided a link to upload your solution document to before the end of the session.

Scenario 1

In Chennai sits the Wheelchair Basketball Federation of India. Wheelchair basketball
allows for many individuals with disabilities to continue to engage in the competitiveness
and fun of basketball. However, as of right now it is challenging for folks outside of large
cities to participate in the sport due to lack of access to information about wheelchair
basketball as well as a lack of access to wheelchairs and basketball courts. Put together
a project plan to address this challenge and increase both the number of people who are
informed about wheelchair basketball as well as the number of people who are able to
play, with an emphasis on including smaller villages.

Scenario 2

During a conversation at a district conference, a fellow member mentions that while
Rotary & Rotaract are making significant progress towards an improved diverse,
inclusive, and equitable culture, the district could also contribute to progress in this area
in their hometown. The district does not currently have a team dedicated to these
initiatives however the members of the district are excited to pursue the development of
a plan and make this conversation a priority. As a team, think of groups in your own
experiences in Rotary/Rotaract who you have noticed be excluded, as well as not
purposefully included. For example, in the U.S., it took a Supreme Court decision in
1987 to begin allowing female members. Put together an initial plan to help the district in
this scenario reach their goals. Your group’s plan should be able to apply to many
different groups who may experience exclusion.

Scenario 3

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, many restaurants and retailers world-wide were
prioritizing environmentally conscious options for shopping and food delivery. However,
due to health concerns emerging as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, these trends
have shifted. A growing number of restaurants are now offering primarily carry
out/takeaway options, often contained in plastic bags and single-use plastics, for which
many people do not have recycling options at home. Put together a project plan for a
geographic area of your choice to address this challenge by decreasing the amount of
single-use plastic being thrown away and increasing awareness of the issue.



Solution Requirements:
Instructions to attendees: Please read before proceeding to brainstorm your group’s
solution. Please proceed to pages 3 & 4 of this document to put your group’s solution
together.

Mandatory requirements to be included in your solutions:
1. Must explain how the solution is sustainable
2. Must highlight how you are involving Rotaractors & Rotarians
3. Must highlight a public image idea or plan to promote the solution  4. Must
highlight how the solution will be inclusive & equitable for various audiences,
backgrounds, and experiences
5. Must highlight how you will effectively engage current and potential club members in
the solution

Suggested items to include in your solutions:
1. Partnership with a community organization or external audience not current involved
in Rotary/Rotaract
2. Include Interact if possible
3. Include the opportunity for feedback from the community
4. Include The Rotary Foundation in some way if possible



Your Group’s Solution to the Scenario Selected:
Instructions to attendees: We recommend that you spend 5 minutes going around to
each person in your group for an introduction. The times beside each item below are
suggestions to ensure you have enough time to put your solution together. Please feel
free to follow your group’s pace as long as you are able to complete all parts below.

1. 1-3 minutes: Scenario selected we are addressing:
Scenario 3: Resolving the dilemma created by increased number of single-use
plastics discarded as a result of the restaurant industry responding to Covid
restrictions

2. 10-15 minutes: Brief summary of our proposed project to address the challenge
given:

Decrease use and unnecessary waste of the refuse; potentially
repurposing/increased recycling options & efforts

3. 5 minutes: Explain the public image plan for your solution:
Education, awareness - helping the community understand the issue, what
causes the issue, and begin exploring options to create discussions designed to
help alleviate/resolve the issue

4. 5 minutes: Explain how your solution demonstrates partnership between Rotary
Rotaract:

Success in resolution requires outreach in many directions simultaneously; more
hands on deck with varying opinions, presumably spanning multi-generationally,
increases the number of avenues of potential resolution of the issue

5. 2 minutes: Explain how the solution is sustainable:
The efforts made to resolve the immediate problem can clearly continue after the
pandemic-originated causes of the issue and associative restrictions are
ultimately resolved

6. 3 minutes: Explain how the solution is inclusive and supports critical DEI
(diversity, equity, & inclusion) efforts:

No single group need excluded; communities for which the efforts take place are
to assist all facets of the community contemplated in the DEI discussions

7. 2 minutes: Explain how the solution will engage external audiences or
organizations:

Cooperative efforts with other community/service groups; governmental entities
which currently address the utility



8. 1 minute: Explain the role of current members in your solution:
Divide and conquer; begin by reaching out to individual members' resources
already in place as they relate to the exploration options being considered

9. Remaining Time: Any items from the suggested requirements list on page 2 you
would like to include in your solution ?

Partnership with community organizations/external audience contemplated as
above; opportunity for feedback from the community a must since it involves a
community issue; TRF inclusion could relate to new # 7 Environmental Area of
Focus

10. Optional: If you’d like to provide contact information for your group to discuss
your solution further with Ascension, please provide it below.


